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FROM THE

PUBLISHER

What a great month this promises to be.  First, Paula and Sean are com-
ing to town to celebrate Our Birthday’s, hers is 4/13 and of course mine 
is the following week 4/20.  I’m not sure how it happened but she will 
be 30 and I will be 31(yes again).  Of course you know my dream for a 
Birthday Present.  Digital Playground, pay attention, if you are looking for 
a new male Daddy Feature . . “PICK ME   PICK ME”.  Ok so it won’t be a 
full-length double feature picture show (anyone remember Rocky Horror 
Picture Show) but I am good for a 15 minute short.  I could do hours if I take 
my medication, thank you Summit Medical Center. Love you man.

I am thrilled to announce Impulse/Playtime Magazines first major party of 
the year will be held at Cream in Scottsdale, one of the absolute coolest 
(do people still say that) places in town.  I was there 2 weeks ago to check 
it out and damn, some of the best dressed and hottest woman I’ve seen in 
a long time were there waiting for me.  So put on your finest threads and 
be there or be square.  We’ll be giving away over $1000 in prizes.

Ok, if you haven’t figured it out yet, the theme of this month’s letter is old 
school phrases, some from even before old school was a phrase itself.  
Might have something to do with my BD, more like my age.

More great news, a new club has opened in Glendale called Xplicit and I 
understand it is far out,  no Dude not as in distance as in hip, alright hot, 
off the hook.  Get it?  Just go and see for yourself and you tell me what 
you think.

Keeping this real, ok short, places to go people to see.  There are two great 
contests going on this month.  One at Centerfolds,  (yes the place that 
gave away a car a few months ago) is now offering their Top Entertainer 
$10,000, and the other is at Baby Dolls, and their Ms. Baby Dolls 
Contest, where they are giving away $1000.00 per week and $ 3,500.00 
to one of the six weekly winners GUARANTEED.  You don’t want to miss 
either of these events as they will be the chick also know as the in place to 
be scene.  No Posers Please.

Till next month,  Happy Trails to you until we meet again.  We up We out 
We gone, see ya DaddyO ,

Old SchoolFeeling
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sharing the love
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Send Your Hate Mail to:
Letters to the Editor, 
GFI Publishing
1940 E. Camelback Rd St 201-B 
Phoenix, AZ 85016
or email: artdirector@playtime.com

GOT SOMETHING

TO SAY??

Dr. Dick is a syndicated charlatan and author of the book, Sexual Problems: You're A 
Loser If You Have Them. The book has yet to be printed, but hopes are high that it will be, 
eventually. If you have a problem that you think only Dr. Dick can answer, send it to Ask 

Dr. Dick, 1846 E. Camelback Rd., Phoenix, AZ 85016-4159. The opinions expressed by Dr. 
Dick are not necessarily those of the publishers of Playtime and they refuse to accept any 

blame for anybody stupid enough to take his advice.

Dr.
Dick

GO AHEAD...ASK

THE MAILBOX DR. DICK

I pick-up your magazines every month and, truth be told, I also pick up 
one of your “competitors” on the rare occasion that they actually come 
out. Besides the obvious difference in quality, one thing in particular struck 
me a few weeks ago. As I was looking at the model the other guys used, 
I noticed like a big, honkin’ spider bite or something on her leg. Don’t get 
me wrong...she was beautiful. But that big red spot on her leg completely 
ruined it for me. Every time I looked at her photo, it was all I could see. Then 
I realized that one of the things I love about Playtime is that your models are 
always flawless. I’m sure you guys sometimes airbrush some stuff out, but 
the point is, they look perfect. You take the time to make sure your readers 
get only the best, and I, for one, appreciate it more now than ever. Thanks 
for always going that extra mile for us.-Tom C.

It’s our pleasure, Tom. Actually, there are a bunch of us here in the office 
that make it our business to examine every square inch of each and every 
Playtime and Impulse model to make certain they are perfect in every way. 
Sometimes, we even do it twice. It’s a tough job, but it’s nice to know our 
readers appreciate all our hard work. 

I love your magazine! It is nice to see a magazine that really is local with 
the quality and articles of " XXX" (a national) magazine. You have all the 
right information and have your finger on the pulse of what is currently 
fashionable and trendy on the west coast. How do you do it? How do you 
constantly stay in tune with everything that is happening before the big 
national magazines know? - Brenda P.

Well Brenda, first I would like to thank  you for your kind words. Impulse 
is growing exponetially in popularity every month. You can now find us 
everywhere,(you just have to hurry,because our issues move pretty quickly 
off of the newstands). I have to personally thank the writers for their cultural  
insight and in depth knowledge of pop culture. It is through their hard 
work and countless martinis that we can pass along all that is popular 
and interesting in the world today. Be sure to keep reading, we have some 
incredible articles coming up. We will have enough to have you racing to 
every boutique in Arizona to get the newest fashions.

Q: Should it hurt when I pee? -- Pete
A: Only if you’re standing in the middle of a cactus patch while you’re 
doing it. 

Q: Is vaginal soap better to use than regular soap? -- Ms. Clean
A: I suppose that depends on what you’re using it for. Would you use 
toothpaste to wash your hair? Being a Dick, I don’t have much call for 
vaginal soap. I just use shampoo like most guys do...

Q: How do you feel about a 5’1” woman who weighs 230 lbs and 
LOVES to have sex? -- Big n Wet
A: Smothered.

Q: Sometimes when I have anal sex it hurts a lot and there’s a little bit 
of blood. What can I do? -- Sore Butt
A: Stop having anal sex.

Q: I’m interested in taking Ginkgo Biloba, used to facilitate peripheral 
circulation, to aid in physiological impotence. Any feedback? -- Phil-
lip M.
A: Wha... huh? You want to be impotent? Or you want it to cure your 
impotence? Either way you’re barking up the wrong tree. Ginkgo Bi-
loba is used by you New Age types to stimulate the brain and enhance 
the memory. Despite the fact that your problem seems to stem from 
THINKING way too much, if you want to get the old test tube bubbling 
again, you’ll have to use Viagra like everyone else. 

Q: What’s the difference between a good kisser and a bad kisser? 
-- Smooch
A: One has lips.





WHAT’S NEWS
STRANGE WEB NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

Even at 13, You Can Still Be a Pimp…
In yet another story that makes me wonder where all of these hot, sex-crazed teachers were when I was in 
school, comes the story of a 13 year old badass from Bountiful Junior High in Bountiful, Utah. This time, not 
one but two female teachers have been arrested and charged with allegedly sexually assaulting the same 
boy. Bow chicka wow wow... This eventual candidate for having his own movie produced by Vivid was identi-
fied as having inappropriate sexual relations with both Valynne Bowers, a 39 year old math teacher from the 
school, and Linda Nef, a 46 year old cheerleading adviser and Utah studies teacher. According to police 
reports, neither teacher knew the student was having an affair with the other woman. In classic female style, 
Nef revealed her relationship to police after finding out that her pint-sized Cassanova was sexing up another 
woman who could not find someone her own age to bang. Police met with Bowers, who also confirmed 
the relationship. Like most regrettable sexual encounters, police state the teachers began sending sexual 
text messages to the boy at first which led later to the assault. The boy’s identity will remain anonymous to 
prevent him from becoming the coolest muthafucker on the planet. 

WARNING: Drinking Can Lead to Stupidity
If you ever want to scare small children straight before they begin drinking or perhaps make a friend see 
where his or her inebriation might take them one day, tell them the cautionary tale of Michelle Owen. The 
24 year old Indiana woman was already locked up in Johnson County Jail charged with public intoxication, 
which was a violation of the terms set in her release in a previous drunk driving charge. As we know, this is 
when good decisions are made. Owen brilliantly decided to help police investigate her ex-boyfriend for child 
pornography. Stating that he had used her computer to search for kiddie porn, Owen provided police with 
her laptop to search for illegal images. Police were successful in finding illegal images, but they had noth-
ing to do with her ex-boyfriend or child pornography. Instead, police found two videos in the recycle bin of 
Owen engaging in sexual acts with a dog. When asked about the videos, Owen stated she did it when she 
was drunk and barely remembered doing it. She was charged with two felony bestiality counts in connection 
with the videos.

Student Takes Lawmaker to School
The economy has everybody down. Layoffs and budget cuts have begun affecting our personal lives, and 
some people are turning to the government for answers. A student from Sunnyslope High School in Phoenix 
did just that when she sent an email to Arizona State Senator Linda Grey demanding to know why money 
was being cut from education funding when she wasn’t cutting money from her budget. The email was poorly 
worded, contained grammatical errors, and contained no punctuation. Instead of providing the students with 
answers, the senator instead chastised the student for her errors and even replied with such statements as,” 
I have grave concerns on your ability to pass the AIMS language test.” The email reply was circulated around 
the school, parents, and eventually the media. It was later revealed that the girl who wrote the email was a 
special needs student who was frustrated with budget cuts affecting her classes. Senator Grey has since 
apologized for the incident and has even invited the student to join her at the state Legislator, just like any 
good P.R. rep would advise her to do. But we here at Playtime are guessing the senator still hasn’t answered 
the questions she was asked. 

There’s a Reason Your Viagra Doesn’t Work
There are certain people in life that you expect to lie to you. Lawyers, strippers, and kids all fall into this cat-
egory. When they tell you lies, it is usually something small that helps you put your mind at ease. One group 
of people that you don’t expect to lie is anyone in the medical field because lives are on the line. Morally, 
you can’t do something like lie or create fake test results just for your own personal financial gain…or can 
you? A Massachusetts anesthesiologist has been charged with fabricating 21 medical studies involving 
major drugs from such larges companies as Pfizer and Merck. Baystate Medical Center in Massachusetts 
has retracted several studies dating from 1996 though 2008 involving data from former chief of acute pain, 
Scott S. Reuben. According to reports, data used in the studies by Reuben was erroneous and faked. Some 
of the studies reported favorable results for drugs that have since been removed from the market for having 
detrimental health side effects. Reuben couldn’t be reached for comment at this time, but, as soon as he 
can be, the angry mob with torches is first in line.      

BY DEREK MONTILLA
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STRANGE WEB NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD 1010TOPTOP10TOP10
Signs You May Have 
A Shady Tax 
Accountant

10
Lets you claim all of 
your schizophrenic  
personalities as 

dependents.

9
Likes to tell you 

stories from his days 
as Enron’s CFO.

8
Fills out your taxes 
with a quill pen. 

7
Asks you how you feel 
about moving to Costa 

Rica “for a while.” 

6
Wears his old prison 

uniform around the offi ce.

5
The name of his company 

is Fukda Government 
Tax Service. 

4
Suggests you move to 
Alabama, where you 
can legally claim your 
sister as your spouse.

3
Wraps a dead fi sh 
in your tax return 
before mailing it. 

2
Drinks a shot of Ouzo 
and shouts, “Opa!” 

every time he completes 
a line of your return. 

1
Lets you list your 

Diamondbacks season 
tickets as a charitable 

contribution.
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This spring, in the eternal game of one-
upmanship known as fashion, the look 
has been taken to a new extreme. Solidly 
colored pants, sweaters and blazers - in 
tangerine, lemon, viridian, magenta, and 
royal blue - have raised the stakes, and 
some men are, to retailers’ surprise, taking 
the bet.

Retailers report that traditional two-button 
cotton sport coats and pinwale corduroys 
struck by a lightning bolt of color have 
become some of the hottest sellers of the 
season. And in a rare meeting of minds, 
old-school retailers like Paul Stuart are 
sharing the dream with edge-of-fashion 
lines like Burberry Prorsum and Duckier 
Brown.

“The first thing that blew out of Barneys was 
all the color,” said Rupert Putkin, a partner 
in Luckier Erth. “When we were designing it 
we were thinking: ‘It’s so bright”. Are guys 
really going to buy this?’ But they have. 
It’s like someone knocked down the wall 
between his and hers closets.”

The trend has obvious appeal to men who 
want an easy new way to express a bold 
streak. But it has an august precedent 
as well, in the late, great NBC peacock, 
Johnny Carson. In 1973, when country 
clubs swarmed with pants and blazers of 
every hue, Carson’s own fashion line was 
the best-selling men’s tailored clothing line 
in the country. In 1973 alone, 80,000 elec-
tric blue sport coats (with five-inch lapels!) 
were sold. Scary thought huh????

Unlike many looks with roots in the past, 
this one is a study in jarring contrasts. It has 
both the edge and cheek of early 80’s New 

York, when Day-Glo color fueled the New 
Wave scene, and the ease and entitlement 
of an early 70’s Republican enclave in Palm 
Springs.

The roots are in that country club thing. The 
edge is in its conservative aspect. Striped 
shirts and plaid jackets can play into a con-
servative look, but solid colors are bolder. 
Dudes are more used to patterns so a pink 
striped shirt is easier for a lot of guys than 
an all-pink shirt. It’s more of a specific fash-
ion statement. Think Kanye West.

No sector has taken up the call to color 
more than the hip-hop world, in which 
dandies like Usher, Farnsworth Bentley and 
Andre 3000 of OutKast (hard at work on his 
fashion line called Benjamin) will wear, and 
combine, the splashiest of colors. When 
you have serious rappers from Nelly to 
Puffy saying, I can wear this shit without 
being a pussy… well, then you have a 
trend.

Still, it takes guts. Bold colors looks fresh, 
but you have to have a level of confidence 
for it and cant be a woos. What makes the 
look less brash and more appealing, is its 
history as the onetime uniform of 19th-hole 
golfers everywhere.

Another reason extreme color works for 
guys is that there are so few rules about 
wearing it. That makes it easier, not harder 
to dress. It almost doesn’t matter what you 
do. If you have a loud pink shirt on today 
with a red blazer no one is gonna laugh at 
you as your roll on by..In fact, they might 
even ask you for your autograph.

MENS STYLE

BY STAR TURNIPHEAD

The

JOHNNY
CARSON 
LOOK IS BACK
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fashion trends & accessories
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Women
Leave it to the Frogs to Come 
up with Witty Accessories.

They really didn’t give us French toast or French 
fries but when it comes to fashion, almost no one 
can complete with the French.

Here are a just a few of their latest, 
most brilliant creations:

The  Stripped
Peep Toe Wedge
A canvas wedge by Bruno 
Frisoni-Paris… only wear 
if you don’t wish to be 

incognito.

The Ruffle 
Front Shoe

 Christian Louboutin 
does it again with a 
python platform pump 
with ruffle details. I 
didn’t like snakes till I 

saw these.

The Simple 
Sandal

Dries Van Noten’s 
take on ..well.. a 
simple sandal with 
flat leather and a toe 
strap. I wish life was 

this simple.

BY ANNA WHISTLER

The Punk 
Pearl Necklace

A pearl necklace with 
safety pins by Tom 
Binns. Every guy I 
know wants to give us 
girls a pearl necklace 
of some type, so might 
as well be this awe-

some one.

For

Bathing Ape Shoes
From Napes own line (aka Bape). These are for the man with an incredible imagination and the personality to match.

Bathing Ape Shoes $212

Osis Pomade
Makes you look messed up but in a super fine way. Osis Mess Up. Amazon.com $15

Orbea Orca Bicycle
This fashion accessory is 
for every man who really 
believes there’s a 300 lb 
dude inside of him waiting 
to get out. Orbea Orca road 
bike at orbea-usa.com

Men
Louis
Vuitton

You don’t need coin to get a hot girl. 
Just place this amazing vintage look-
ing trunk anywhere in your home and 
the supermodels and fashionistas will 
be coming out of the woodwork.  Well, 
I guess you need major coin to buy 
one of these but there are worth every 
dollar. Damn, even Pharell Williams 
has got like 36 of them.
 Louis Vuitton Trunk at
www.louisvuitton.com
$3,000-$5,400

For

Trunk
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BY  STAR TURNIPHEAD

The Return of 

RESORT STYLE
The Runways Spring into Life this Month with airy Fabrics, Bold Colors
and The Free Sense of the Great Outdoors

Its resort, its spring and thus as 
Judy Garland once did, we fol-
low the rainbow this season with 
the trail of cheerful, bright colors 
that skipped down the runways 
for spring ‘09. These optimistic 
hues are a welcome departure 
from fall’s gothic obsession with 
all things black. Color-happy fash-
ionistas will dress from head to toe 
in eye-popping colors like daffodil 
yellow, vermillion orange, verdant 
green, hibiscus red, bold fuch-
sia, wild violet and cobalt blue. 
Whether you go intense all over or 
simply go bright with an accent, 
just look to the crayon box to fol-
low this trend.

Spring Flowers and
Jump Suits

On the runways, models became walking 
bouquets of roses, peonies, and pansies 
– to name a few and mixed those with 
solid jump suits (easy to hop into on your 
weekend trip to Cali). The season itself was 
the obvious inspiration for this blossoming 
trend, with designers displaying vibrant 
illustrations and blurred hothouse motifs 
in their delightful fashions. Flower lovers 
will swathe themselves in large, graphic 
floral prints, while those allergic to the 
impact of oversized patterns can opt for a 
quieter take on the flowery trend by choos-
ing summery dresses and silky scarves in 
mid-sized prints.

Transparent Fashion

Some sheer styles left little to the imagi-
nation on the runway, but on the street, 
women will be wearing designs featuring 
layer upon layer of translucent textiles, 
revealing the body with equal doses of 
subtlety and taste. This trend’s filmy fab-
rics are accentuated by sorbet hues and 
washed-out tones for a nude-to-neutral 
palette.

Sprites & Imps Inspire 
Fashion

Fairies and wood nymphs are everywhere 
with leaves, petals, and even a few wings. 
To enter this land of enchantment, hunt 
down this trend’s whimsical, feminine 
frocks whipped up from wisps of light, 
fluid fabrics and a smattering of deli-

cate sequins. Designers imprinted ethe-
real creatures and finely attached playful 
details of foliage, feathers, and flowers to 
airy frocks, bringing an imaginary realm 
into the real world.

Greco-Roman
Goddess Dress

Fashion lovers got a two-in-one lesson 
in ancient history and draping as one-
shouldered dresses, intricate pleating and 
creative twists and folds of fabric flowed 
gracefully down runways for spring. The 
designers who worshipped this Aphrodite 
inspired trend showcased many incarna-
tions of toga-style goddess gowns, gladia-
tor skirts, and even (gasp!) harem pants. 

Pajama Fashion and 
Cropped Pants

Unmentionable under things made a 
bold statement for spring as the runways 
revealed lingerie-like pieces. But what 
works on the catwalk may get you arrested 
in real-life, so take only a small touch of the 
trend by looking for flirty dresses with bou-
doir details such as bows, ribbons, boning 
and lace. As for cropped pants, I love 
them and they are back with a passion.

Boyfriend Dressing and 
Slashed Jeans

Gender bending makes its way into 
women’s daytime fashions with a strong 
emphasis on the epitome of masculine 
attire: the suit and slashed jeans. For 
chicks with a rebellious streak, designers 
played with every CSI psycho’s favorite 
weapon (the knife) by showing us slasher 
jeans that reveal and then don’t. 

Global Style means 
Backpacks

As it is resort season in some parts of 
the country designers primed your ward-
robe for a safari adventure with African 
field jackets, zebra and leopard prints, 
khaki, and chunky tribal jewelry. Then they 
sent you off to the Far East for a taste 
of Bollywood glam. (Thank you Slumdog 
Millionaire) But don’t leave home without 
your fashionable backpack .Hop on to 
this trend by picking up a safari suit and 
throwing an animal print accessory into 
your summer wardrobe.

J U M P S U I T S

CROPPED PANTS

S L A S H n B U R N





$10,000 Photo Booth 
Takes Tiny, Low-
Resolution B&W Pictures

This is the Authentic Boardwalk Photo 

Booth, and it appears to be something 

of an expensive, anachronistic and rather 

pointless toy.

First, the price. The booth costs $10,000. 

We doubt it’s aimed at the home party 

market, but as it lacks a coin slot, there 

doesn’t seem to be a way to press it into 

service and make some of that money 

back. For all that cash, you do get a 

sturdy box: it is constructed from powder-

coated 14-gauge steel, actually making it 

sturdy enough to cost another $2000 for 

shipping.  I shit you not!

The insides are somewhat mysterious. 

The product site lists the booth as using 

a Polaroid-made thermal printer, but also 

tells us that the machine comes with two 

rolls of “film.” That’s enough for 3,200 

pictures, but replacement rolls go for 

$500 each, or “400 sessions of four-

frame photo strips”. That is, incredibly, 

over a dollar a strip.

However you look at this, it seems to be 

a bad deal. Unless you can actually put 

a coin box on the side, in which case 

it looks like a really big, really crappy 

camera with which to rip other people 

off. It does, though, have one thing you 

won’t find on any other camera: A built-

in chair.
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COOL StuffBY CHRISTIAN THOMPSON

The iWood
If the $200 or $300 you just shelled out for the iPhone, plus the minimum $1,680 you’ll be paying over the lifetime of your AT&T con-tract didn’t put enough of a hurting on your checking account, try Minot’s iWood case. This shell (designed to resemble wood) costs nearly as much as the 8GB iPhone -- and rumor has it, it’s fashioned from Ents! (A fictional race of humanoid trees in JR Tolkin novels) Optional wood dock sold separately. Seriously we’re not making this up.

got
wood?

Techno Gadgets to Avoid at All Costs

Sylvania G Is the 
Little Netbook 
That Could ... 
Not Provide a 
Decent Computing 
Experience

Sylvania? Yeah, 
the light bulb 
people! Turns 
out they also 
make a host 
of consumer electronics, 
including TVs, monitors and 

even remote controls. And 

now Sylvania is the latest to 

jump into the ultra-cheap mini-

notebook game. Someone 

should have told them to look 

before they leap. While some 

of Sylvania’s choices that 

they built into this machine 

are merely dreadful (the arrow 

keys are a mere 12mm wide 

— thinner than my pinky), it’s 

actually the OS that royally 

blows it for the Netbook. 

Slower than a sedated slug at 

just about every app despite 

1.6-GHz Atom chip and 1-

GB RAM 
(standard $399 
model includes just 512-MB 

RAM). Cartoonish styling. 

Considerably heavier than 

advertised (and the Eee PC 

900) at 2.6 pounds. Far too 

buggy to be taken seriously.

With everything this dismal, the 

specs are largely irrelevant. 

But if you’re willing to invest 

the time to work through the 

Netbook’s quirks and faults, 

it could make a great replace-

ment for your desk calculator.
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Power Jet Ski Board
One of the most radical water toys ever invented, the Power Ski Jet Board 
is an engineering masterpiece - the inventors have taken the form factor 
of a surfboard and built in an ingenuously small and flat 45 horsepower 
motor capable of propelling it to 40 mph. With the rear thrust, rail and the 
three fins beneath, the JetBoard carves better than anything else on water, 
tarmac or snow, generating G-forces up to 6G and enabling the rider to 
get almost horizontal. The JetBoard never cavitates or slides out, enabling 
a standing rider to perform continuous, stable, high speed turns with slight 
shifts in weight.

With incredible maneuverability and immense power, the JetBoard is not 
just applicable to flat water - it has the speed to use waves in both direc-
tions - from getting massive air off small to moderate surf, all the way up 
to positioning yourself anywhere you want on the wall of monster reef surf. 
And of course, the JetBoard offers transportation to the reef, something 
you often can’t contemplate when paddling is involved and reefs are often 
miles from the nearest accessible land.

FoliJet MR1 Hydrofoil
The Foiljet MR1 is a new personal watercraft concept that takes the best 
features of a motocross bike and jet ski, throw in two hydrofoils plus a 
silent, energy efficient electric motor to create what would have to be a 
surefire recipe for outrageous fun. The design looks something like a 
motocross bike, but instead of wheels there are beams with small hydrofoil 
wings mounted at the ends that can be raised or lowered. The concept 

would use a 15 kW (20 hp) electric motor housed at the end of the rear 
beam with its instant electric torque lifting the craft out of the water to 
become “foil borne”. To cope with shallow water the beams can be raised 
at the flick of a switch. The electric motor runs off a 48V battery that should 
see three hours of full load running with the possibility of a theoretical 10 
min recharge time.

While still at the purely concept stage scientists/designers have come up 
with an original design that most definitely deserves to reach the proto-
type stage. The designers have selected a T-shaped fully submerged foil 
system which, while not affected by surface waves is not self stabilizing, 
so it needs constant adjustment of the angle of attack of the front foil to 
keep the craft level with the surface. Front foil angle adjustment on the 
Foiljet MR1 is made manually by what would conventionally be the clutch 
lever on a motorcycle. In larger applications this sea-keeping function is 
automated with a computer system that measure either surface height or 
pitch and roll to make constant fine adjustments to the front foil. Motor 
cross with the fish baby!

Wave Blades
Bodysurfing is almost unique in that it requires nothing more than a human 
being to capture nature’s forces for fun and physical wellbeing, but like 
most human pursuits, a little extra help can make it so much more. The 
Waveblade is a hand-worn glove-like Bodysurfing device that enables you 
to catch waves that were previously un-catch able, go faster and further 
and do new tricks thanks to the extra control available. You can also swim 
faster – all for US$200.

BY VERUCA SALT
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Not surprisingly, over the years the hand-made WaveBlade has evolved, got 
lighter and now comes in several sizes so that it suits more people and waves 
both big and small. The company has a wholesome family feel that evolved 
from the surfing community mentality and still offers its original money-back 
guarantee. Because it’s all hand-made, you can even send them a half -yard 
of lycra spandex and have your Waveblade made in the design of your choos-
ing for no extra cost.

Supercharged Super
High Output PWC’s

The Personal Watercraft market is currently in the grips of a horsepower war, 
which was started last year when Kawasaki introduced a turbocharged 1500 
CC, 250HP PWC that’ll run 68 mph (60 knots) on water. Not surprisingly, all 
the other manufacturers have responded in kind, with Yamaha creating an all-
new purpose-built craft of astounding technological prowess. The power plant 
for the new top-of-the-range SHO (Super High Output) WaveRunner models 
is a compact 1812cc, fuel-injected, supercharged, intercooled, four-cylinder 
engine. Perhaps even more importantly, the entire hull uses Nanotechnology 
to achieve a hull 25% lighter than the previous model, yet even stronger. 
The exclusive NanoXcel formula developed by Yamaha engineers is the first 
major development in hull design and construction in the PWC industry for 
decades. Laser-guided water jets and advanced robotics construct each hull 
and deck to exact tolerances for maximum precision, strength and durability. 
Be prepared to be scared.

Skimming with The Skimmer
The Skimmer is a small jet-ski like ground-effect airplane that starts in the 
water and can be flown over sea, rivers and lakes, steered partially by handle-
bars and partially by moving one’s body weight, similar to the way a motor-
cycle is ridden. With a maximum speed of 100 km/h and maximum flying 
height is 1.5 meters; the Skimmer offers maximum excitement and minimal 
fuss, because no flight papers are necessary. Dutch product designer Roel 
Verhagen originally conceived the Skimmer concept as an entrant in the 2005 
Braun Prize. If you always wanted to be part of the X Men team, this is your 
entry card.

Kite Surfing
It’s just simply the biggest adrenaline rush available. The combination of air, 
water, land, wind power, physical strength and balance the force of nature are 
the qualities that attract Kite Surfers.

Chances are you have wanted to find out what all the buzz is about regarding 
the latest in extreme sports “kite surfing”. This sport has taken over the water 
recreation areas of some popular beaches so that people can learn the hybrid 
sport of both kiting and surfing. There are many cool techniques that you can 
learn. These dangerous maneuvers can help you improve your surfing skills 
immensely. By harnessing the power of the wind and ocean, your board can 
reach top speeds while you fly into the air at 20 feet. There is an adrenaline 
rush involved for thrill seekers. The American Kite Surfing Association is the 
leading organization for kite surfers in North America. Founded in 2006 by 
two extreme sport enthusiasts, membership is anticipated to exceed 30,000 
before the end of the year. It’s as close as you can get to being a flying fish 
and it’s a real babe magnet.
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DIVE BARS

Yucca Tap Room
As its gotten more popular to show up at work trashed lately, one of 
the best places to go to get your fill and stay up super late  for the 
morning hang is YTR.

You never know what your gonna get there but if you walk in and sniff 
the air and all you get is pomade, hairspray and motor oil then it must 
be rockabilly night. Set in a cheesy strip mall in Tempe, YTR emanates 
that local bar scene combined with the college age crowd who come 
by for alternative, open mic or whatever nights. It also been said (but 
not substantiated)  that its one of the best bars in Tempe that still looks 
the other way if you want to light up a cancer stick. 

9 W. Southern Ave.
Tempe, AZ • 480-967-4777

Shady’s
An unpretentious bar and lounge with a very subtle English flair, Shady’s is a 
place to chill, smoke outside, play pool and hunt for quality road kill. It’s got a 
living room-type feel with a fireplace stocked with candles and seats that don’t 
make your ass sore after fifteen minutes. The crowd is attractive, young and 
has at least a few interests other than getting hammered so the odds of you 
wearing your drink home are slim.

2701 E. Indian School Rd.
Phoenix, AZ • 602-956-8998

BY MARS VOLTA

Livin HIGH
on the LOW
THE CITY’S MOST AMAZING DIVE BARS



The Coach House
On land owned by the City, is Scottsdale’s most well known dive, frequented by the upscale 
and low-life’s alike. Built in 1959 (when TV was black and white) the Coach House is as old 
school as it gets and has been liquefying its customers with some of the most affordable and 
finest beer and cocktails for many, many years. Cabs are lined up outside to cart the weary 
home each and every night and its one of those grand places where $10 will carry you a lot 
farther than you could ever imagine.

7011 East Indian School Road
Scottsdale, AZ • 480-990-3433

Great Escape Lounge
Located next to a dive shop (Scuba gear) this dive is the kind of a secret drinkers paradise for 
the Arcadia area alcoholic crowd as well as one or two meth addicts in wheels chairs occasion-
ally with all four limbs still attached. Free popcorn, coin operated games, darts and enough late 
night strippers or two to make it well worth the tetanus shot you may need to get in.  My first 
time there, the hottie I was with and I ordered about 6 premium cocktails and when I threw my 
card on the counter at 2AM and asked for the bill, I was met with the cash only policy. Digging 
deep into my pocket I had only a $20, which not only covered all the drinks but a generous tip. 
Every girl I bring there ends up dancing on the tables and pissing off local chicks. An amazing 
place to go once you are already heavily inebriated.

4228 E. Indian School Rd.
Phoenix, AZ • 602-954-9607

Time Out Lounge
Another perfectly chill Tempe lounge where beer is the mainstay for about $3 bucks per pop, 
the patrons are well worn and beat, the music is good, the air conditioning sux in the summer 
and I keep wanting to come back again and again. Some great pool on nicely worn tables 
too.

3129 S Mill Ave
 Tempe, AZ • 480-968-6491

Bikini Lounge
The Bikini Lounge is the kind of watering hole a famous crime writer would have immortalized 
in film and where James Dean would have lived across from while working on Rebel Without a 
Cause. It’s a place where the beer is cheap and the women are extra-friendly (wink-wink). The 
sort of lounge where you can meet anyone from a teamster to a street artist to young hipsters 
all in as much time as it takes you to shoot a shot of tequila. There’s the feeling that anything 
can happen and probably will happen and there’s just nothing you can do about it except 
remember the tale to tell your grandkids around a fireplace one day.

1502 Grand Ave.
Phoenix, AZ • 602-252-0472

Livin HIGH
on the LOW
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Number 5

Twizzle
We begin with a fantastic Feadship 
launched last year that exudes style 
from every porthole. The modest 
182 ft length is just enough to house 
10 guests in a luxurious modern 
interior that features wood floors and 

exquisite art. Colorful guest staterooms feature fluffy duvets and marble baths. 
The master stateroom features a fabulous mirrored bath and a mother-of-pearl 
inlay antique cabinet. Charters start from $266,000.

Number 4
Starship

Toys, Toys, Toys. That’s what you’ll 
get chartering Starship. This recent 
makeover recipient boasts some of 
the best toys in the industry. At the 
top of the list is a Bell Jet Ranger 
helicopter for getting a bird’s eye 
view of the exciting destinations that 

Starship will call on. Wave runners and shore side Vespa scooters make get-
ting around fun and sporty. A total of 10 guests can fight it out for relaxing 
in the hot tub or jumping on the inflatable water trampoline. Charter from 
$115,000.

Number 3
Northern Star

Needing a little more heft in your 
charter yacht, try Northern Star. This 
expedition-style yacht has an ice 
rated hull that gives it the ability to 
go practically anywhere in the world. 
The ship has already been exploring 
the  Labrador coast of Canada, why 

not pick another exotic locale to cruise to on your charter. At 208 ft, this yacht 
has a commanding presence and plenty of room for the 12 guests she can 
accommodate. Even the hot tub on the sun deck can fit 10 people! Rates from 
$450,000 a week.

Number 2
Phoenix

This Andrew Winch designed 
Lurssen has to rank as one of my all 
time favorite yachts. It’s great, mod-
ern lines and a fun, artistic interior 
make Phoenix a dream come true. 
The vessel’s sleek appearance due 
to the tender storage being inside 

the hull, behind large doors that open to allow davits to lower the tenders. 
Inside, a perfect layout combined with art deco design elements surround 
guests with luxury and comfort. Charter rate from $480,000 a week.

Number 1
Christina O

Our number one yacht is probably 
the most famous yacht in the world. 
Exceptionally large and capable of 
hosting a mere 36 guests, Christina 
O is a legendary vessel that gives 
passengers their place in its storied 
history. Aristotle Onassis’ prized toy 

was almost scraped until it was saved by a wise businessman who now 
charters the fully refitted vessel out to those with lots of money and the best 
taste. Who can overlook the tiled swimming pool that becomes a dance floor, 
beyond fabulous! Charter rate.... get ready for it.... $455,000 a week PLUS 
expenses.

Top 5
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BY ANNA WHISTLER

Yachts You Can Charter
(If you’re Loaded)

Can’t find that perfect vacation for the coming months? Chartering a yacht 
can be the most luxurious thing you could ever think about doing, save for 
a Beluga caviar body wrap by a supermodel. With all the choices out there, 
you might need a little guidance to help you find the yacht that is right for 

you. Well, Playtime and Impulse here to help. Listed here are a selection of 
our top five choices in the charter yacht world. Not all of them are the big-

gest out there, but these yachts capture our interest with great style, luxuri-
ous amenities, and fantastic toys. And finally, the most dope private yacht 

we have ever seen.

Guilty.
This has got to be one of the more amazing luxury craft plying the waters: Guilty, the 115-ft. yacht Greek billionaire Dakis Joannou commissioned from art 
world superstar Jeff Koons. Joannou, an industrialist who owns one of the world’s finest collections of contemporary art, had Koons’ design executed by 
Italian yacht builder Ivana Porfiri.

Though Koons’ colorful scheme calls to mind the Pop Art paintings of the late Roy Liechtenstein, Joannou says the design is actually based on a WWI 
camouflage pattern. After the yacht’s completion, Joannou came across a text painting entitled Guilty by British artist Sarah Morris, which he immediately 
purchased to decorate the yacht. The eye-popping craft, which was recently spotted on its maiden voyage in Monaco. 

And Finally.. The finest avant-garde work of 
art and private yacht in the world.



MOTORCYCLE RACING

Following results for the most promising amateur and expert 
racers posted on the motorcycle track sites and watching 
the RRSW Season Opener on January 25th, one set of Race 
Results statistics  for Rick Bucher (last year’s SW Regional 
#3), blared out.  Rick got a blazing white Yamaha R6, which 
should be named  White Tornado as it totally blew away the 
competition. Rick raced in 7 different classes and won all 7 
races!  Barring any serious accident or mechanical prob-
lems, he will have #1 painted on his bike next year.  With 
17 Years as a Rider, 7 as a racer and the past 3 as a Race 
Instructor, I don’t bet, I just predict. Rick also qualified last 
year for his American Motorcycle Association (AMA) license 
to race with the top professionals anywhere in the US.

Want to Race Legally?
Of course you do! 
Street Race and you might otherwise be hospitalized or 
jailed for a time.  Before you can go out and throttle up on 
Race Sunday April 19th,  you must attend a Saturday Class 
on Firebird’s West Track from 8 to Noon, April 18th. You will 
also have to fill out a 7 page application, waive liability for 
any problems you may crash into and trust Rick to guide 
you through the course. Rick has taught wannabe racers for 
the past 3 years and none have been seriously injured later. 
You must pass the course and learn the CCS Race Rules 
or no one I’ve met there will let you on the track.  It will cost 
you $100. for class and $120. for a year long license, but if 
you pay for them the same day, you save $90. on your first  
race entry.  Still game? The race schools always occur on 
the Saturdays before Sunday race days. For information or 
to reserve your spot in the Rider’s Clinic, please call John 
Jewett at 480 206 5021, 9 to 5 weekdays. 

After you have passed the course, ripped around the 
track a few times and exhilaration has captured you, you 
may be ready for “The Performance Rider’s Clinic”, also 
taught by  Rick. Expect to be evaluated. Rick will check 
your Performance with: On-Board Video Analysis of Riding 
Technique, discuss Physical and Mental Preparation for 
Racing; Bike Prep; Race Craft and Suspension Theory. You 
study from 8 to Noon and ride and practice all afternoon.  
You may e-mail Rick at redriderrick@roadracesw.com

Needless to say, Rick is up some points. And points can 
make and save riders more than just money.  If You are 
Serious Rider, anyone who you list as a sponsor —legiti-
mately, of course, will pay you to win or place and many 
also provide discounts on needed parts. Check out the 
2009 Contingency Program, and Sponsors List @www.
roadracesw.com or www.ccsracing.us 

Get  your bike out to the track and race you pussy!  You 
know you want to...
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CCS/RRSW Race Update

Wanna
Race?
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1. Why is it exciting?  I thought it was just for hang-
ing outside and drinking beer, and maybe checking in 
around the 8th inning…. 
Baseball is exciting to those who love it like soccer is exciting.  When not 
a lot of points/goals/runs are scored, each one gains all that much drama.  
It’s the tension before something happens that makes the game.  It’s 
like if the NFL ran every play from the 10 yard line.  Every play could be a 
score, and the closer the game, the more tension on every pitch.

2. What’s a changeup and why do they change up?
The hitters are amazing.  If a guy could throw 100 miles an hour on every 
pitch, he’d get his ass handed to him.  Pitchers need to “change speeds” 
because they throw so fast and hitters swing so hard, a slight difference in 
speed of the pitch can throw the batter off.  Also they need to work “inside 
and outside” because where the ball hits the bat has significant impact 
on how far the ball travels.  If the ball hits the part of the bat closer to the 
hands, the wood is weaker and either the ball won’t go far or the bat will 
even break.  And only The Natural can hit a home run with a broken bat.  

3. Why do the catchers give signals to the pitcher?
Every pitch is a huge guessing game between catcher and hitter.  You 
probably thought it was hitter vs. pitcher, but the truth is that the catcher, 
and even sometimes the manager, tells the pitcher what pitch to throw and 
what location to shoot for on every pitch.  Sometimes pitchers will decide 
based on what they are most comfortable with (that’s when you see them 
“shaking off” the signal), but that’s like a QB calling his own plays in foot-
ball.  Only a few do, and they are usually just the most experienced ones.  
The guessing on each pitch, particularly in key situations, creates a large 
part of the drama.   And oh, by the way, if the catcher didn’t know what was 
coming he’d likely miss half of them.  That’s how hard these guys throw.

4. Why do baseball players always grab their crotch?
Well, some do it just for fun, but most do it because they either wear a 
cup (and from personal experience I’ll tell you they run very small); or they 
are bending over and getting up constantly, which makes your drawers 
ride up.

5. Why do they keep throwing to first base when a
runner is on base?
The odds of a player scoring when he reaches second base against when 
he is on first base are astronomical, so any time a good base stealer is 
on first, the team will try to keep him from stealing. When the baserunner 
thinks the pitcher is going to try to pick him off, he will “lean” toward first, 
which makes it very difficult to successfully steal second.

6. But they were all on steroids.  
A.  If you try to tell me baseball players are the only professional athletes 
who have used steroids, you have been kidding yourself.  Didn’t the 
punter for the Carolina Panthers get busted for smuggling steroids?
  
B. These guys play almost every day for 6 months.  You know what per-
centage of those days these guys don’t wake up feeling like crap?  Maybe 
10%.  So I can understand why they’d look for a boost.

C. BUT, it was still wrong and illegal.  I suggest you turn your baseball 
watching into a “steroids or not” guessing game, and then find your fun by 
rooting against all the ones you think did.

7. Why do they bring in left handed pitchers to pitch to 
left handed batters and righties for righties? 
It’s physics.  Because most batters stand facing the plate, i.e. sideways to 
the pitcher, when a pitcher who throws the same hand as the side you are 
batting from pitches to you, it creates less opportunity for you to see the 
ball well coming out of their hand.  Keep in mind hitters have a fraction of 
a second to decide if  they want to swing and where they think the ball 
will be when it reaches them.  So anything a pitcher can do to minimize 
that fraction is an advantage.  Also, an illusion is often created by some 
pitchers that the ball is coming from behind your back in toward the plate 
when they throw the same hand as you bat, versus a much more comfort-
able feeling watching it come from the other side.  Those of you in Arizona 
have watched left handed batters either not play or be very afraid against 
Randy Johnson, and this “the ball is coming from behind your ear at 95 
miles an hour” factor is the reason.

BY JD SLAUGHTER

THE SLAUGHTERHOUSE

In coincidence with my 40th article here with Playtime/Impulse….I am proud to honor the most important 
person in my life, my lovely wife Paula in this, the month of her 40th year on this green and blue rock.  I have 

been fortunate to know Paula for almost 12 of those, and they have certainly been 12 fun-filled and tasty 
years. So in honor of my beautiful wife, I present the Slaughter House for you, the spouse or significant other 

of someone who loves baseball.  I call it:

A Baseball 
Watcher’s Guide 
for Those Forced 

to Watch
A Primer on the semi-advanced strategies of the game, 

and why we care (and it’s not all technical stuff)
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8.  Why do the coaches all wear uniforms too?
Baseball, more than any other sport, is married to its traditions.  This 
is one that came from when managers also played in the early days of 
baseball.  It just became the norm.  Truthfully, it also avoids wondering 
what the heck some of these fine physical specimens would dress like if 
they had a choice.  It also makes the whole dugout view/appearance of 
the game nicer.

9.  Why do they run past some of the bases
and slide into others?
The genius of baseball is the distances between bases, particularly home 
plate and first base.  Watch how many infield ground balls end up being 
close at first base.  It puts pressure on runner and fielders to give their best 
on every play.  That is also why hitters are allowed to run full speed past 
first base – it increases their chance of making it and creates more drama 
(and also prevents injuries since sliding is more dangerous).  Sliding slows 
you down, as any announcer will be sure to point out when someone 
slides into first (you are allowed to, just not encouraged).  As far as the 
other bases go, your job as a runner is to safely achieve the next base.  If 
you run past it, it can be assumed you are going for the next base and can 
be tagged out.  It’s as simple as that.  And home is the last base, so you 
can obviously run past it safely.

10. People seem to obsess a lot about statistics in 
baseball, even more than other sports.  Why is that?
No, it’s not because the geeks like baseball more than any other sports 
(chicken or egg?) Of the major sports, baseball is the one which is most 
one-on-one, so that lends itself to individual comparisons.  Also, everyone 
does the same thing – hit the ball, catch and throw the ball.   And your 

teammates don’t affect that as much as they do in other sports.  Every at 
bat is one guy against one guy, so it’s pretty easy to know who the best 
are.   So back when baseball was America’s pastime, it used to be com-
mon to debate whether Joe Dimaggio or Ted Williams was better, and you 
could look at the stats to prove it.  Try telling a Patriots fan that Peyton 
Manning is better than Tom Brady because Manning passed for more 
yards in a season.  Not going far with that one.  

In closing, I hope this little primer has made your baseball-watching toler-
able if not more enjoyable.  Look at it this way, what kind of reaction do you 
think your significant other would have it you said “they should bring in a 
lefty” when some big lefthanded hitter is coming up in the 8th inning?

Until next month…

THE SLAUGHTERHOUSE

Don’t be a victim 
of Baseball Fever. 
With these tasty 
bits of baseball 
info you will not 
only be ready for 

the season but you 
may just become a 

lifelong fan.



POKER 101

B Y  T E A M  O . P. P  •  S W I N G ,  C O D Y,  L U A N A ,  M C S H A N E  

When was the last time you found yourself in this situation: you’re 
sitting at home watching TV, when all of the sudden, you get this 
undeniable urge to go play cards?! You reach in your pocket, grab 
your bankroll, and you have forty dollars in it. Not enough to go play 
at the local casino; however, the perfect amount for a local card 
room game. Here are some pros and cons about both casinos and 
card rooms.

When you don’t have a lot of money to play with, a card room will 
have a smaller tournament at $20-$30. First place will take $100-
$200 home (not bad for only twenty bucks). One of the downsides 
to a card room tourney is that they might not have a sure game, 
players dont always show up, or be large enough to satisfy your 
limits with only there only being four or five people, but a great game 
for smaller stakes.

Now let’s say you just got your taxes back and you have a couple 
hundred left over to play with. A local casino might be a great place 
to make some good money at. At the casino, a sixty-five dollar 
tournament might win you $1200 +.  Casinos will also have players 
there every time you want to play. These are some of the advantages 
casinos have to offer that a card room can not: big fields and big 
money!

So whether you have $40 or $5000, there’s always a place for you 
to play at that has the stakes you’re comfortable with. Make sure 
you set limits and stick to them; a good poker player always knows 
where they can play, and where they can’t play. Are you a good 
poker player? Contact us at opp.team@yahoo.com or myspace.
com/teamoppaz

Card Rooms vs. Casinos
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SEX HEALTH

I love sharing client success stories! Tom (not his 
real name) came to me with a common complaint: 
His wife Lori (not her real name) frequently rejected 
his sexual advances. His story inspired this 3-part 
series. In past issues, I presented techniques A-P. 
To review, I’ll describe Tom’s improved approach 
-- a series of behaviors that have increased his 
sexual frequency from once a month to twice a 
week!

When Tom arrives home, he connects with Lori, if only for a quick hug 
and kiss. If she is receptive, he asks about her day, and listens as she 
recounts her successes and frustrations. He often surprises her by cook-
ing, ordering takeout, setting the table, or starting a load of laundry without 
her asking. He gives her space to unwind by offering to help the kids with 
homework and making sure they are in bed with minimal hassles. Once a 
month, he arranges for the kids to sleep overnight with a friend or relative, 
or books a motel room and hires a babysitter so he can have a private 
evening with Lori. He anticipates these date nights and plans for them, 
sometimes surprising her with a small gift -- wine, flowers, or a meal at her 
favorite restaurant.

As he did when they were first dating, Tom takes special pains with his 
appearance, his hair trimmed, freshly shaved and dressed attractively. 
When it’s time to be intimate, he initiates more with actions than words, as 
asking directly for sex sometimes turns her off.  He usually begins foreplay 
with sensual touch - hugging, holding hands, massaging her shoulders 
or back. Occasionally, he adopts a cave man approach, spontaneously 
sweeping her off her feet and ravishing her body. He is mindful to vary his 
approach so he doesn’t become predictable or routine. In every case, he 
makes sure she is relaxed and receptive before he penetrates, ideally giv-
ing her at least one orgasm first.

Even though Lori’s mercurial feminine moods can confuse him, Tom 
continues to educate himself on male-female emotional and sexual differ-
ences by doing research - reading self-help books, watching DVDs and 
seeking the advice of a counselor if needed. He works on developing 
and honing his self-responsible communication skills and can express his 
needs clearly and respectfully, without blaming, judging or criticizing Lori, 
even when he’s hurt or angry.

To summarize, Tom honors and excites Lori with Q-Z, bringing our story to 
a happy ending. Tom offers Lori his best (Q) qualities, especially time. He 
correctly (R) reads Lori’s needs and (R) responds with a (S) sincere desire 
to serve. He takes (T) time to talk honestly and better (U) understand her 

needs. He remembers that (V) variety prevents boredom and focuses on 
(W) what, when, where and how to turn her on, making (X) extra effort to 
say (Y) yes to her needs and help open her to reaching the (Z) zenith of 
her passion.

Of course, it takes two to tango. Next month, I’ll discuss the woman’s role 
in the passion equation. Gals, when your guy shows up for you, it’s up to 
you to respond with love and meet him halfway….

Dr. LaFave is a Clinical Sexologist and Personal Coach with a join 
them on their online adventures and I learned private practice in 

Phoenix. For information, phone 602-625-8538,
or log on to www.intimacyinsights.com.

BY DR. SUSAN LAFAVE Part 3 of 3
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At 5’ 3” Priya packs a punch that few 
can emulate. A self described rockstar of 
pornstars, Priya is a complex and super 
fine woman. She is described by those 
that know her as loving, caring and fun, but 
also wild, crazy, sensitive and incredibly 
horny. In fact, while most of us walk around 
with gum or breath mints, Prya carries a 
long Lucite dildo, which she always puts 
to good use.

When she isn’t out and about town caus-
ing major damage at the Valleys finer hot 
spots (especially Pink Cabaret) , she 
can be found at home cuddling with her 
animals and nude in the kitchen, cooking 
significant  four course meals while watch-
ing Top Chef. Now that’s what I call multi 
talented.

If you can hold a conversation it will get 
you about 3/4 of the way to her bed 
because it takes a lot more than looks to 
move this spiritual artist. “There’s nothing 
worse that a hot dumb guy,” she says. 
“And arrogance and greedy guys need 
not apply. Money isn’t my prime motivator. 
Sure I want to make enough to be com-
fortable but it’s not about being the next 
Bill Gates.” “If a man under appreciates 
a woman or is insecure with himself and 
thus challenges me its an instant turn off. 
I’m an independent woman and I’m old 
fashioned in the sense that a man should 
put his woman on a pedestal and treat her 
like a princess. You do that to me and Ill be 
your porn star.”

If you’re fortunate enough to fall under her 
spell and run into her on a night out, you 
don’t have to buy her a drink, but if that 
is something that moves you, her prefer-
ences are Sprite Zero and Grey Goose as 
well as Jaeger Bombers. Champagne and 
a good California wine are also two guilty 
pleasures she just cant seem to break the 
habit of and go well with her whether it’s at 
a nice restaurant or a picnic in nature.

While I know its Arizona, the best chance 
you’ll get to score with her is during a 
rainstorm. “I want to make love in a pool 
while its pouring out and thunder and light-
ening are everywhere and I want a man’s 
strong hands around my neck chocking 
me roughly but not too rough. It gives me 
a rush just to think about it.”

Before she left, I asked her for any trailing 
quotes or lines she wanted to leave for 
her fans…. She looked at me winked and 
started to walk away. Then stopping in her 
tracks she turned and said,, “Tell the boys 
I am single, looking and on the prowl so 
don’t be shy.”
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I knew you couldn’t wait to read about my advice on how to not laugh when 
putting your money shot on your girlfriend’s face.  Unfortunately, another 
topic took precedence over the sexual knowledge you could have gained 
from me (trust me, you probably wouldn’t have learned much). 

Instead, I found myself more enthralled in the latest craze in annoying 
text messages—Twitter.  Twitter.com is this (basically): if you make status 
updates to your Facebook and MySpace, imagine getting those updates 
to your phone with the few clicks of your mouse via the Twitter website.   

At first, Twitter was too confusing—it was nothing like MySpace updates.  
I couldn’t wrap my brain around the fact that you just make status 
updates—inevitably this is the WHOLE POINT of Twitter. Quickly, I soon 
found out why Twitter sucks in most cases. 

Normally I don’t mind getting text messages at 3 A.M. because I know 
that’s the weekly bootie call.  However, the bootie calls have been become 
sparse and quickly overrun by mass texts appearing on my phone from 
the people I follow and who feel it is important for me to know they finished 
Season 1 of Battlestar Galactica.  Oh, it gets even better, DARTH VADER 
even has a Twitter account and I’ve found out that he eats burritos on his 
breaks while renovating rooms in the Death Star. 

Bottom line, if you like to know what your friends are up to at all moments 
of the day,  invest the time you don’t have in a Twitter account. Of course, 

you are more than welcome to follow me on Twitter as I have found that 
it’s only useful for me to give details on concert giveaways and updates 
with 98 KUPD.  But if you’re really dead set on knowing what I’m doing at 
3 A.M. enjoy the tweet that tells you I put a money shot all over my bootie 
call.  I’ll let you laugh at that while I try not to.

Comments? Contact me at: 
http://www.98kupd.com
http://www.myspace.com/shanman 
http://www.twitter.com/shanman98

UPCOMING SHOWS  
98 KUPD’s Easter 
Keg Hunt
Listen to 98 KUPD 
for more details

April 16th
Mastadon
@ Martini Ranch   

April 28th & 29th
Sevendust
@ Marquee Theater 
  
May 2nd
U-FEST
@ The Farm
(grounds of Fear Farm) 

Shan Man: Has Fallen 
Prey to 140 Characters or 
Less Online. IDK LOL! :-\

twitter it
By Shan Man
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MUSIC

Is there really anything new under the 
sun?  Popular musicians have all heard 
this phrase before.  Its been uttered for 
decades now by countless rock crit-
ics and disillusioned fans, convinced 
that everything that can be done, has 
been done, and for that matter, done 
to death.  Still, the most perceptive 
performers, like Tempe jam band THE 
NEOPRIMITIVE, know that regardless 
of how well one can mimic the sounds 
that have come before us, the only way 
to be truly innovative in a landscape 
overrun with glorified pretenders is not 
to copy, but to combine.

Fusing together a vast array of musi-
cal varieties and genres, regardless of 
how strange it may sound on paper, 
has always been one of the best ways 
to distinguish yourself from the rest 
of the pack.  THE NEOPRIMITIVE 
have pursued this approach since their 
inception, describing the music they 
create almost spiritually as more of a 
“movement” or “state of mind,” while 
proclaiming the group itself as “a col-
lection of musicians with very different 
backgrounds coming together guided 
by a unifying vision: PUREWORLDFU
NKLATINJAZZGROOVELOVE.”  This 
harmonic philosophy came together 
at Arizona State University’s School of 
Music where all of the band’s members 
hail as current or former students.  That 
education no doubt helped to expose 
them even further to the numerous 
influences, which form the basis for the 
groups uniquely, concocted sound.

As their name implies, THE 
NEOPRIMITIVE wish to bring 
together the new and the old har-
moniously, culminating in something 
both original and exciting.  For this 
reason, the band’s older and more 

expected influences such as Cuba’s 
Latin Grammy award winners Irakere 
are mentioned just as reverently as 
Radiohead and other more recogniz-
able contemporaries.  The idea is to 
take ancient, tribal rhythmic structures, 
pair them with the latest sound-alter-
ing technology for added atmospher-
ics and sprinkle in a healthy dose of 
virtuosic jazz flair, similar to Ozomatli 
and The Mars Volta.  The blend works 
best when equally measured, giving 
each side the chance to flourish and 
indulge itself accordingly.  Slickly swin-
gin’ saxophone open “Blackwater” that 
would have gone down smoothly along 
with the rest of Miles Davis’ “Witch’s 
Brew.”  The spooky, sexy sounds of 
“New Projections” showcases the 
avant-garde jazz side the band dab-
bles in.  “Shoot The Messenger” even 
throws in a smoothly crooned, almost 
pop-influenced vocal line, showing the 
band is always down for breaking even 
more conventions.

The impressive stylistic juggling act 
is a true testament to the versatility of 
the members of THE NEOPRIMITIVE 
which include shared English and 
Spanish vocal duties from Jesse 
Joaquin Parker (vibraphone, con-
gas), Kevan Nymeyer (guitars), Jeff 
Naylor (bass) and Jeff Gutierrez 
(tenor sax) and a wide range of per-
cussion experimentation from Shekere 
Jose Goglia.  It’s truly inspiring to hear 
these five jack-of-all-trades pushing the 
envelope in a time when so many are 
content to be one-trick-ponies.  Their 
example proves that distant ideas 
can come together to form something 
beautiful. In the end, it’s all still music. 

 Experience their fusion nation in 
person April 30 at Martini Ranch.

BY: JAMES P. CALLAHAN
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THE NEOPRIMITIVE’s
 Fusion Nation
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THE AIRWAVES

BY HAMMER

HEAR
HAMMER ON

93.3 KDKB
EVERYTHING
THAT ROCKS

TUESDAY THRU 
FRIDAY
12A-5A

AND SATURDAY
10A-2P

Request Line:
602-260-9393
I.M: kdkb933

As summer continues to draw closer, our thoughts 
turn to that all important (if not overrated) Summer 
Vacation! Although, if your financial situation is any-
thing like mine, that dream of the ultimate vaca could 
soon be crushed by the lack of funds. This could 
easily make your summer a sad state of affairs. BUT, 
just because the crap economy has got your wallet 
runnin on empty, there’s no reason why you can’t visit 
several exotic destinations from the comfort of our 
great state. Here’s a few “travel ideas” that may save 
your summer!

• Visit your friendly neighborhood strip 
club, and travel the world!

With chicks from almost every culture in the country, 
and some imported against their will from various third 
world communities, it could very well be like taking a 
trip round the globe.

 • Visit our nation’s capitol!

All you need is some monopoly money, an Uncle Sam 
outfit, and a BBQ. Put on the outfit, light the BBQ, 
throw the funny money on the hot coals and watch 
‘em burn. BANG! Your in Washington!

• Go hunting in the wild African bush!

It’s easy as having your girlfriend not shave her snatch 
for a month or so. Your friends may gawk at you and 
call you a sicko but hey....who’s got the bragging 
rights?

Take my lead and don’t let the stress of a crap econ-
omy and an empty wallet ruin your summer fun. Start 
planning now!

Email: hammer@kdkb.com



MUSIC

BY PETER SEPULVEDA

Every march Austin hosts one of the world’s premier music festivals and 
conferences SXSW. The festival has long been known for exposing the 
world to bands before they break anywhere else. Unlike must music fes-
tivals the SXSW is known for its attendees as much as its acts. SXSW is 
where the worlds tread setters and tastemakers come to see new up and 
coming acts. Labels executives, agents, managers, lawyers, writers and 
radio DJs all make there way to Austin to discover new talent.

This year a slew of Arizona acts had showcases at the festival. Most 
years a few Arizona acts can be found in Austin but this year it seemed 
like Arizona was all over. Acts as divers as The Maine, The Love Me 
Nots, Golden Boots, and The Stiletto Formal all made their way to the 
Festival.

Teen pop heart throbs The Maine stopped in Austin as a date on their 
headlining tour to play The Alternative Press party at Emos, one of the cit-
ies most famous venues. Their tour, also sponsored by Alternative Press 
has been selling out large clubs all across the country.

Dear And The Headlights were all over the festival, playing shows all four 
days and even two on Friday. They played the high profile Rock Band 
party hosted by the video game of the same name. But the highlight was 
the I Heart AZ party the band headlined at The Jackalope. The show-
cased some of the best bands from Arizona at the festival. Miniature 
Tigers played the party right off their tour with Ben Folds. Rubens 
Accomplice stopped in after their tour with Jimmy Eat World. Kinch, What 
Laura Says, The Stiletto Formal and Back Ted N-Ted all joined the show. 
DJ Ben Collins the owner of Modern Art Records and guitarist of Chronic 
Future spun tracks between the bands to keep the party going.

In addition to all these high profile acts Phoenix acts Mathew Revels 
And Fancy Pants, The Summer Set, Tugboat, Underwater Getdown, and 
Babaluca, Flagstaff’s The Silos, Tucson’s Howe Gelb, ...Music Video? 
and Digital Leather all made it to Austin.

This year Arizona was well represented. It says something about where 
the music Scene is going in Arizona that we were so well represented in 
Austin this year. It is two early to tell if any off these bands will ride a wave 
of “industry buzz” out of SXSW this year, but with so many great bands 
Arizona bands having played there has never been such a great chance 
that one of them will.

Arizona Acts Invaded 
Austin for SXSW



February 19 - April 11 
Singin’ in the Rain  

Broadway Palm Dinner 
Theatre

March 27 - April 19 
Pippin  

Phoenix Theatre, Phoenix

March 31 - April 5 
Frost/Nixon  

ASU Gammage, Tempe

April 2 
Sophie Milman  

Chandler Center for the Arts, 
Chandler

April 2 
Lamb of God  

Dodge Theatre, Phoenix

April 3 
Kid Rock with Cowboy 

Mouth and Roger Clyne & 
The Peacemakers at the 

Tempe Music Festival  
Tempe Beach Park

April 4 
3 Doors Down and The 

All-American Rejects at the 
Tempe Music Festival  

Tempe Beach Park

April 4, 5 
Arizona Opera presents 

Tosca  
Symphony Hall, Phoenix

April 5 
Mind Meets Music Benefit 

Concert with Laurie 
Anderson and Lou Reed  

Chandler Center for the Arts, 
Chandler

April 5 
BIG Big Band: Jazz with 
the Phoenix Symphony  

Del E. Webb Center for the 
Performing Arts, Wickenburg

April 5 
Leonard Cohen 

Dodge Theatre, Phoenix

April 7 
Reckless Kelly 

Rhythm Room, Phoenix
April 7 - 12 

Cats  
ASU Gammage, Tempe

April 10 - May 3 
Theater Works presents 

Sweeney Todd  
Peoria Center for the 

Performing Arts, Peoria

April 11 
Poncho Sanchez Latin 

Jazz Band  
Scottsdale Civic Center Mall 

Amphitheater,Scottsdale

April 14 – May 3 
Girls Night: The Musical  
Scottsdale Center for the 

Performing Arts, Scottsdale

April 14 
Leon Redbone  

Rhythm Room, Phoenix

April 16 - May 30 
Cash: Ring of Fire  

Broadway Palm Dinner 
Theatre

April 17 
Los Temerarios  

Dodge Theatre, Phoenix

April 16 
The Killers  

Dodge Theatre, Phoenix

April 18 
Three Mo’ Tenors  

Mesa Arts Center, Mesa

April 18 
Gaelic Storm  

Chandler Center for the Arts, 
Chandler

April 19 
James Morrison  

Martini Ranch, Scottsdale

April 22 - May 17 
Stephen Sondheim’s 

Company  
Phoenix Theatre, Phoenix

April 23 
Jeffrey Siegel’s Keyboard 
Conversations - Musical 

Pictures  
Pinnacle Presbyterian 

Church, Scottsdale

April 25 
Eckhart Tolle 

Dodge Theatre, Phoenix

April 25 
KC & the Sunshine Band  

Chandler Center for the Arts, 
Chandler

April 26 
Ballet Folklorico  

Chandler Center for the Arts, 
Chandler

April 27 
Unwigged & Unplugged: 

Christopher Guest, Michael 
McKean and Harry Shearer 

Dodge Theatre, Phoenix

April 28 
Ian McLagan  

Rhythm Room, Phoenix

April 29 - May 3 
Sesame Street Live 

“Elmo’s Green Thumb” 
Dodge Theatre, Phoenix

March 27 - April 5
Arizona Bike Week 

Bands, rallies, exhibits, com-
petitions, charity rides, auc-
tions, raffles--everything for 
the motorcycle enthusiast. 

April 3, 10, 17, 24
Friday Night Bull Riding 
7:30 and 9 p.m. You can 

watch or, for a fee, you can 
ride. Nominal charge for kids 

to ride a sheep. Rawhide.

April 1 - 4
Country Thunder 

Four days of camping, big 
name country music, 150+ 

distinct arts and crafts 
vendors, and food court in 

Florence, Arizona.

April 3 - 4
Tempe Music Festival 

Over 30 national, regional, 
and local acts on multiple 

stages. Tempe Beach Park. 

April 3 - 10
Phoenix Film Festival

 A festival showing feature 
length and short films 

from local, national and 
international filmmakers. 

Scottsdale.  

April 4
El Tour de Phoenix

 100-, 70- & 25-mile bicycle 
rides around the perimeter 

of the McDowell Mountains, 
also 4-mile & 1/4-mile kids 

fun rides. Prizes. 

April 4 - 8
Heard Museum Guild 

American Indian Student 
Art Show & Sale

 View and purchase work by 
more than 1,000 students 

from the United States and 
Canada at this unique event 

celebrating the achieve-
ments of young Native art-
ists. Proceeds benefit the 

students. Free with museum 
admission. Heard Museum. 

April 5, 12
Sunday A’Fair 

Musical mini-festival that 
takes place outdoors on the 
Scottsdale Civic Center Mall 
adjacent to the Scottsdale 

Center for the Arts. 

April 9 - 13
Maricopa County Fair

 Join in fun carnival games, 
exhibits and activities at the 

Veterans’ Memorial Coliseum 
in Central Phoenix. 

April 11-12
NASCAR 

Racing events at Phoenix 
International Raceway.

April 12, 13
Phoenix Gay Pride Parade 

and Festival
 Parade, music, dancing, 
food, 5k fun run, 3k walk. 
Steele Indian School Park. 

April 12 - 13
Southwest Festival of 

Beers
 Part of The Great Arizona 
Picnic. Beer garden with 
food, music and souvenir 

mug. Scottsdale Civic Center 
Mall. 

April 17 - 19
Arizona Asian Festival 

A free festival featuring eth-
nic cuisine, arts and crafts, 
and entertainment such as 
martial arts demonstrations, 
cultural dances and music 
from nearly a dozen Asian 
countries. Heritage Park. 

 
April 25, 26

Arizona Women’s Expo 
Thousands of women gather 

to see demonstrations, 
attend workshops and check 

out products and services 
for women at one of the larg-
est trade shows in Arizona. 

University of Phoenix 
Stadium in Glendale. 

April 25 - 26
Crossroads of the West 

Gun Show
 At the Arizona State 

Fairgrounds. The shows offer 
hundreds of tables of inter-
est to both the once a year 

hunter and the avid collector. 

April 25 - 26
McDowell Mountain Music 

Festival
 A family event featuring a 
full schedule of nationally 

known bands. WestWorld in 
Scottsdale.

April 30
El Dia de los Ninos 

Over 40 booths with interac-
tive games, entertainment 
and 5000 participants from 
across the valley and state. 

Sponsored by the Latino 
Institute. 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
Margaret T. Hance Park. 

Free. 

April 11
ZooBrew 

Music, beer, and the zoo. 
Ages 21 and older only. 

EVENTS • CONCERTS • THEATER •  SPORTING EVENTS & MORE
APRIL Hot Spots

HOT SPOTS
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CONCERTS
& THEATER

EVENTS
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BEING SCENE BIKINI PARTY AT CREAM
39

4 2 5 2  N .  D r i n k w a t e r  B l v d .  S u i t e  A  •  S c o t t s d a l e  A Z
SPRING BREAK

A Great Time
& Beautiful Girls



You know that saying, pay it forward? Where you do a good 
deed and pass it along, kind of like a random act of kindness 
etc to change the world. Well, I will probably regret it but buy 
telling you about Palatte. Because once I tell you, everyone 
will then come to Palatte and it will get too crowded and the 
wait will be too long and the prices will go up and the quality 
will go down…. Oh well, its close to Easter so I am going to 
take the risk and share something amazing with all of you famil-
iar strangers. Go to Palatte. 

Who knows when it began, you know what I mean… when young 
entrepreneurs without any capital or experience (but long on desire 
and patience to deal with City bureaucrats) decide to move to 
downtown phoenix, rent an old house on the cheap and turn it into 
something unique and spectacular.  Its been done in other cities for 
sure and even in parts of Phoenix along Central and 7th Avenues 
say, but downtown was different. Palatte however was one of 
latest to join in on this downtown trek for those in the flow of 
all things cool (akin to what insider trading is to Wall Street) 
it actually opened in late 2007. It’s a breakfast and lunch 
destination that opened in the William E. Cavness house. 
Constructed in 1914, the historically designated building 
has been beautifully maintained, such a rarity in a city where 
old and quirky places don’t often avoid the dreaded term, 
“re-development.” However, whether you are feasting on 
organic farm raised eggs from un stressed out chickens and 

the finest potatoes in a buttery and garlic and onion 
and who knows what else mix in what we imagine is 
the old living room, or nibbling on a tart out on the 
patio, we can’t help but think that spots like this are 
the perfect solution to a post Bush era.

I went there with five friends one Saturday morning 
after a night of unrelated festivities that I would love 
to tell you about another time and another place. 
From the moment we parked the cars and walked 
in we began to feel like we were back in what the 
60’s must have felt like. Clean, fresh, exciting, 
relaxed, un polluted.. everything that is good. There 
was music from a dude playing an acoustical guitar 
rising up into the air and emanating from the outside 
patio, which wraps itself all around the building. I would 
have sworn Neil Young has stopped by to make the day 
even better.

You work your way into the old house and get inline in a crowded hallway 

and slowly make your way to the register where you 
order. The menu is laid out on old chalkboards on the 
wall and its so refreshing to not have a plastic menu 
thrust in your face. Once the orders were taken, we went 
our way outside and scrounged around for a place to sit. 

The outside is scattered with old country French furniture 
(which is all for sale) and we pulled several single seat 

chairs and larger lounge chairs around a low glass table 
under a pergola and kicked back listening to “Cowgirl in the 

Sand”. Fresh water in old milk bottles arrived with lemons float-
ing in them and soon thereafter our drinks… mimosa of course and 

iced tea and cokes. We did it all. College age servers soon arrive with your 
food and you just cannot believe the aroma and how it sucks you in to the 
experience of being in the country. I swear we weren’t baked or anything 
but it was a surreal experience that none of us will forget. Everything we 

ate (and we all shared) was amazing. The slices of bread you get 
with your meal, the fresh jam (from unstressed berries???) that 
accompanied it…seriously it was like Jimmy Page to Robert Plant. 
The perfect twosome. (Not as good as a threesome but you get 
the picture)

Certainly ambience alone isn’t enough to draw or keep a crowd, 
and the young McHale team (Christine is the chef and Edward 
works the front of the house) has constructed an eclectic assort-
ment of wonderful dishes. Breakfast far outshines the lunch 
offerings, and is, fortunately, available all day. Lunch on the other 

hand, isn’t served until 11 a.m. 

Everything is great but a noteworthy dish was “The 
Sausage,” one of several scrambled egg dishes under the 
“Mish Mash” moniker. It was a tasty, unusual combination 
of eggs with mild, crumbly beef sausage, strips of plantain, 
black beans, feta, and bits of almond, with a side of home 
fries and herbed crème fraîche. “The Bev” was a lighter 
mishmash, with spinach, avocado, and tomato; while “The 
Potato” my favorite was a richer variation, with bacon, 
caramelized onions, spinach, gouda, and Monterey jack 
cheese. Palatte also serves a fine frittata, filled with veggies 
and a touch of curry (ingredients change daily.

After two and half hours it was time to go. I turned back for 
the parking lot to survey the landscape we ha just left. White 

linen-topped tables paired with antique French lawn chairs, 
simple farm fresh ingredients fashioned into precious breakfast or lunch 
plates, a seat on the patio or lush garden, or inside the old wood-floored 
house: eating out doesn’t get much more storybook than this.
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BY BRUNO MEDINA

GETTING OUT

A Non Tradit ional Breakfast and Tradit ional Easter Brunch

PALATTE
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SEE MORE BEING SCENE PHOTOS AT www.playtime.com

BEING SCENE

BABY DOLLS STRIPPERS n SUDS
The Girls Wash Your Ride at the

41

PALATTE

BEING SCENE

CENTERFOLD’S 
The cash was flowing for a few lucky winners
CUSTOMER GIVEAWAY 
SEE MORE PHOTOS OF THE WINNERS AT www.playtime.com

2031 W. Peoria • Phoenix

3522 NW Grand Ave. • Phoenix, AZ
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In the sprit of the holiday, we offer 
some common sense suggestions 
and some great places to go.

No matter where you decide to go for brunch on 
Easter Sunday, make a reservation.

Prices quoted for brunch do not include tax or 
tips.

Prices quoted for brunch may or may not 
include beverages.

Most of these brunches, but not all of these, are 
buffets. Several offer a prix-fixe brunch, which 
means you get several courses from a special 
menu. Some prix-fixe menus don’t offer many 
choices, so if that concerns you, ask about it.

Resort attire will be appropriate at most of these 
restaurants. If you intend to wear a tee shirt and 
shorts to brunch, call first.
Parking will be free, but some will offer valet 
service.

THE PALM COURT AT 
SCOTTSDALE RESORT & 
CONFERENCE CENTER ON 
MCCORMICK RANCH

A real hidden gem. Awarded AAA’s Four 
Diamond distinction, the Palm Court at the 
Scottsdale Resort & Conference Center is 
both internationally acclaimed and one of 
Scottsdale’s best-loved restaurants.

With dramatic views that sweep across fairways 
to the mountains beyond, Palm Court serves 
innovative American cuisine which is a sensa-
tion to both the eye and the palate.

An extensive wine library in a dramatic wrought 
iron framed glass cabinet is visible evidence 
of Palm Court’s unique atmosphere, as are its 
hand-inlaid wood entry floor and elegant florals. 
For an impressive Easter Brunch, Palm Court is 
an indulgence you won’t want to miss. 

Scottsdale Resort & Conference Center
7700 E. McCormick Parkway
Scottsdale, AZ 
480-991-9000

THE PHOENICIAN

This is by far the finest, large scale (if you love 
big brunches) brunch in Arizona. With Easter 
comes two glorious things: exceptional weather 
and families gathering to celebrate the newness 
of spring.

At the Phoenician, the amenities are many. 
Easter morning is off to a running start with a 
traditional Easter egg hunt at 9 a.m. and 11 a.m. 
for children ages 5-11. Then, the East Lawn is 
transformed into a family carnival for children 
to ride ponies, take a spin on the Ferris wheel, 
cheer on their favorite turtle in the turtle-racing 
competition, say hello to the animals at the 
petting zoo or play bingo for prizes. The Easter 
Bunny will make appearances throughout the 
day and will be available for photos with chil-

dren starting at noon. You don’t need to be a 
guest of the hotel, but you do need to reserve a 
spot very, very soon.

The Phoenician
6000 East Camelback Road
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
480.941.8200

LON’S AT THE HERMOSA

With the stroke of his brush, Alonzo (Lon) 
Megargee skillfully captured Arizona’s history, 
giving us a glimpse back in time to the days 
when cowboys roamed the vast Southwestern 
desert. Today the artistry is carried on by the 
renowned Chef Michael Rusconi at LON’s res-
taurant in Phoenix. It is because of Rusconi’s 
‘edible art’ that many restaurant reviews and 
national publications have named LON’s 
one of the Best Restaurants in Phoenix and 
Scottsdale.

For one of the most unique and finest more pri-
vate Easter Brunches, this would be my choice. 
All the foods Lon’s serves including those 
grown in the Hermosa gardens are natural, 
organic, humanely raised or are from ecologi-
cally sound sources.

A very special brunch.

Lon’s at The Hermosa
5332 N. Palo Cristi Road
Paradise Valley, AZ 85253
602.955.7878

BY ANNA WHISTLER

GETTING OUT

There are many reasons not to get together with 
relatives but Easter seems to be a great time 
to bury the hatchet , remain hungry and feast 
on some delicious buffets. Over the years, the 

Valley’s resorts and their restaurants have gotten 
better and better at providing some truly

memorable experiences.

PLACES TO GET A 

TRADITIONAL 
EASTER BRUNCH
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Knowing how to give good pussy and pleasure your woman is an art. How 
many of you had a woman teach you?  How many of you would like for a 
woman to actually guide you and share with you what she likes orally? I can 
hear a resounding YES, from you

From my last article I said, “Remember what is good for the goose is good 
for the gander”.  Developing your oral skills can add an amazing dimension of 
intimacy and passion to your relationship. Did you know 60% of all women do 
not orgasm during intercourse? For some, oral sex is the only way they can 
have an orgasm. Vibrators are ok to use occasionally but not as a regular diet. 
Use your hands to vary your orgasmic experience.  No man can compete with 
a vibrator.  There are some women who refuse to let their partners give them 
oral sex. They are willing to give him a blowjob and though the man would 
love to reciprocate, she refuses. Why is this? To the degree she has or has not 
done therapy about past sexual trauma and healed herself, it can impact her 
entire life.  Also, if you have a woman in your life that is locked into a family 
belief system i.e. good girls don’t give blowjobs, religious dogma or cultural 
upbringing you have a problem on your hands. Learning to give good pussy is 
not going to fix it. I suggest you work with me doing sex/marriage counseling 
as a couple.  Before you decide to do counseling try and talk with her.

Here is the formula I gave in part one for talking about anything that is difficult.  
It is always best to start with a positive compliment about the other or give her 
a gift that you know she will appreciate.  It is good to be touching and make 
eye contact with the compliment.  Follow it with I want to talk about……for 
example,  our sex life and specifically oral sex, I want to learn how to please 
you.  Talk about it, make agreements and end with a positive compliment.

Let’s say you are lucky and she is open to talking. Remember it is best to be 
in Nature, which is a soothing environment. Minimally you can go for a drive to 
a park and sit in the car.  If you stay in the home pick a room that is not messy. 
Because women do multiple tasking the mess will be a distraction. Turn off 
your cell phones.

Women need to feel you honor & cherish them. Women are always concerned 
about how fat or skinny they are. They are concerned about how they smell 
or taste “down there”. They think, how could you possible enjoy eating my 
pussy? Women do not think like men nor do they have a clue as to how much 
your palate enjoys her passion. You have to talk about her concerns for her if 
she is not speaking them.    For example, say before we make love you always 
take a shower, why do you think you are not clean?  Or before we make love 
we can wash so we smell and taste sweet for each other.   You can tell her you 
are an adult and this is an important part of your loving her. You do not want 

to go your entire life and never share this pleasure with her.  Also, If she did 
not taste good at any given time you could stop. She has to trust your palate 
discernment or taste herself and wash or not.

A woman must be comfortable with her own body to be able to teach a man 
how to give her pussy.  She needs to show him where her clit is, how sensitive 
it is, how she likes her clit and pussy to be stroked.  Ask her if she wants to 
have an orgasm before intercourse?  Is she full lipped or small and does she 
like her lips to be played with one at a time, opening or closing bringing your 
wet warm mouth into play.  Most women like a very gentle approach until their 
engine is revved up and they are desiring more.  Eating pussy is a way to tease 
your woman into her passion and desire to have intercourse. Ask her to tell 
you when she wants to have your fingers penetrate her. (This is another step 
before full intercourse getting her body, mind and pussy ready.)  Invite her to 
verbally guide you as she is in the moment with her desires.  Even little “sighs” 
and “ahs” help to let you know what you are doing is pleasurable to her. I find 
most men prefer the natural taste of his woman to flavored sweets sprinkled 
on her pussy.  And do what works for you and her.

OK now schedule some practice sessions to play and explore and have fun.  
This is not lovemaking. This is playtime with her teaching you about her sacred 
womanhood and door to unlimited passion and ecstasy.

INA “ LAUGHING WINDS” MLEKUSH M.A. Psychology, Marriage 
Counselor, Sex Counselor; A.A.S.E.C.T. Certified. American Association of 
Sexual Educators, Counselors and Therapist.  She has a private practice 
working with Individuals and Couples dealing with male and female issues: 
Early/Delayed Ejac. E.D and Female non-orgasmic solutions, aging issues  
and Oral Skills for both. Ina teaches Sacred Sexuality techniques. Join Ina for 
a Monthly Class and social evening on Honest Talk about Sex, Relationships 
and Intimacy. Couples and Individuals welcome.  See Ina’s videos on her 
YouTube Site, Sexual Solutions. Participate in a Research Project on Early 
Ejaculation, visit her Web Site  www.spiritualsexuality.com or drop by the 
office from 9 – 6   623 465-9151
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Devon hangs out with her friends, loves to dance at 
Centerfolds and hopes one day to be an FBI Agent 
or a police officer. If that isn’t reason enough to get 
to know her and break the law when you’re in her 
presence than I can’t tell you what to do guys.

At 5’ 71/2” inches tall, I’d let her handcuff me any-
time and she is one of the most striking girls we 
have seen in a long time. Described as trustworthy, 
fun and outgoing, Devon loves to just chill when 
she’s not out shaking her money makers.

“I am very approachable, she said, “ but I don’t care 
if you’re Brad Pitt, you better have good teeth, great 
style and a good smile or you will get no where with 
me.”

She loves fashion and hopes any interested guys 
do too. “Its so sad when you meet the most gor-
geous guy but he doesn’t know how to dress. It’s 
like getting the present half wrapped. I’d much 
rather hang with a guy who has great style and 
doesn’t look like a model than some tool who has a 
baseball cap on backwards, and a trendy t shirt and 
a douche bag haircut.”

Devon loves going out but if she had her way she’d 
do two things… hop a plane to Philly to visit her 
favorite club The Roxy, and join the mile high club. 
“Two times I was so close to joining that exclusive 
fraternity,” she said, “but we were interrupted by a 
flight attendant both times. Damn!.. I need a guy 
who’s got the balls to take me there.”

While she has many friends inside and outside of 
work, what really turns her off are girls that are two 
faced. “I am terribly honest with people and expect 
the same. Don’t come kiss my ass and smile at 
me one minute and then trash talk me behind my 
back the next. This isnt high school. If someone 
has a problem with me lets hash it out and then 
move on. Life is too short to fight and gossip just 
isn’t for me.”

With her long lean legs Devon would love to be a 
professional volleyball player. The thought of play-
ing Volleyball nude is a complete turn on to her and 
gets her thinking of the last unusual place she had 
sex. “You wont believe it, she said with a smile, “the 
fucking library. I shit you not.”





Happy Birthday Sexy Aries
March 21 - April 20

You may be tempted to fall back into old relationship patterns but beware. 
During this time, you may reignite a flame with an old lover or turn up the 
heat on a current relationship. Its your impetuous behavior that can force 
you to slip back into compassionate Pisces from April 11 through April 
24, and then remains in your sign until June 6, increasing your chances of 
finding love. Your key planet, Mars, intensifies your drive for pleasure as he 
moves through your sign on April 22–May 31. Go for it. If you don’t move 
now, it may be too late.

Taurus
April 21 - May 21

You can expect a mature, realistic and responsible approach to love with 
serious Saturn in your 5th House of Romance through late April. You will 
benefit by making a concerted effort to enhance your image, but that 
doesn’t come from hard work alone. Having fun gives you a glow that 
makes you instantly more attractive. Taking time to play is essential for 
creating space in your heart to give and receive the pleasure you desire. 
Joy is part of your job now and needs to be on your schedule. Commit to 
activities that help you feel young, enthusiastic and expressive. These traits 
are necessities, not luxuries, if love is to blossom in your life. 

Gemini
May 22 - June 21

The distinction between friends and lovers may be tested early this year, 
for sweet Venus in impulsive Aries spends most of April and May in your 
11th House of Groups and Friends. Threats to your emotional well-being 
can provoke powerful interactions with others during these months, creat-
ing crucial relationship turning points when Venus squares intense Pluto on 
April 5 and May 2. Romance may come more easily but settling down into 
practical and enduring relationships should become a top priority.

Cancer
June 22 - July 22

Hopeful Jupiter in unconventional Aquarius occupies your 8th House of 
Deep Sharing to transform the nature of your relationships. Your boundaries 
may be stretched by unusual individuals or novel approaches to intimacy. 
Let your mind lead your heart—it takes imagination to absorb all the gifts 
that partnership can bring you this year. Common ideals and spiritual inter-
ests can bring you to a higher level of understanding with a mate by rein-
forcing your connection with a higher purpose. Love is a wonderful thing, 
but you need plans and commitment to assure its longevity. If you’re single, 

this event marks a period when a clear sense of purpose, self-respect and 
a willingness to talk frankly about your needs enables you to come out of 
your shell and pursue your desires more directly.

Leo
July 23 - August 23

Although the Jupiter-Chiron-Neptune super-conjunction falls in your 7th 
House of Partnerships, placing an idealistic and hopeful spin on all your 
relationships, it is generous Jupiter that rules your 5th House of Love. 
Accordingly, April brings opportunities to heal old emotional wounds. 
Forgiving and forgetting are in theory simple concepts whose reality is 
complicated and sometimes painful, yet someone may come into your life 
during these periods to help you along. Additionally, the love planet Venus 
extends her stay in spontaneous Aries for most of April and May--activating 
your 9th House of Adventure. Romance is more than just having a good 
time; it must also widen your horizons and open your mind to exciting new 
possibilities beyond your wildest imagination.

Virgo
August 24 - September 23

Make yourself the top priority in relationships this year: Make the focus on 
your needs, desires and well-being. Rather than making service to others 
the keystone of partnerships, pull back to a place of greater self-interest; 
this will give you the time, energy and inclination to maximize your own 
strengths. April will be a period to reevaluate and, perhaps, alter your 
expectations of relationship and your commitments to others. If you’re not 
satisfied with what you have, renegotiations are appropriate. Don’t be afraid 
to change course if you aren’t headed in the right direction.

Libra
September 24 - October 23

You may need to revisit your past if you wish to move into your future, 
because two eclipses activate your 5th House of Romance. First, a wild 
Aquarius New Moon Eclipse joined by joyful Jupiter foreshadows success 
in love. You must, however, be respectful of boundaries, or a wonderful 
opportunity could fall apart very quickly. Your dreams of ideal love feel 
close, yet you could waste energy chasing unrealizable fantasies as Jupiter, 
Chiron and Neptune dance around one another in your 5th House all year. 
A little common sense will go a long way when this cosmic super-conjunc-
tion is most active in May, July and December.
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Scorpio
October 24 - November 23

There’s definitely magic in the world of love for you this year. Inventive 
Uranus is already in the 5th House, so breaking new ground is an effec-
tive counterforce to your instinctive patterns of holding on to the past. 
Spontaneous self-expression shatters shyness and habits rooted in your 
need to remain in control. Love is not something to master now, but an 
experience of pure discovery able to surprise you with delight when you 
least expect it. Regression in relationships is possible when Venus, the 
ruler of your 7th House of Partnerships, is retrograde March 6 - April 18. Yet 
this return to old issues may well incite you to make changes rather than 
remain in your rut. This could be very exciting time.

Sagittarius
November 23 - December 21

Vivacious Venus turns retrograde this year in April, setting the tone for 
your relationships. This shift in the planet of love’s direction—while always 
important—is especially significant now because it occurs in your 5th 
House of Romance, suggesting a major reevaluation of your heart’s 
desires and the best strategy to attain them. Rein in your impulses, even 
if it seems to take some of the fun out of life. What may be enjoyable in 
the moment might not produce the enduring satisfaction you seek. An 
innovative approach to partnership opens the door for you to enjoy greater 
intimacy without feeling smothered.

Capricorn
December 23 - January 20

Impulsively jumping into a new relationship isn’t your usual style, but this 
isn’t a typical year when it comes to matters of the heart. You’re inclined to 
express your feelings without considering their impact as sensual Venus 
spends most of spring in spontaneous Aries. Nevertheless, you’d be 
wise to monitor your involvement so you don’t jeopardize your stability, 
especially as Venus retrogrades through your 4th House of Security from 
March 3 through April 17. Make the most of Venus’s harmonious tributes 
by revealing your romantic desires selectively, leaving others more likely to 
respond with enthusiasm.

Aquarius
January 21 - February 19

You naturally expect more from your relationships this year: A growing 
awareness of your own potential arouses your desire for a partner equally 
interested in seeking more from life. Visionary Jupiter in your sign indicates 
that you’re unwilling to settle for less than what you want. Additionally, it is 
now time to restructure your most important relationships. The limitations of 
others may force you to talk about making fundamental changes if you and 
a partner hope to remain close. Expect powerful longings to connect with 
someone new or to go farther with a current mate. Yet dreamy Neptune’s 
opposition to the eclipse indicates that you may be projecting fantasies, so 
double-check your assumptions before you make any dramatic moves.

Pisces
February 20 - March 20

Dutiful Saturn in your 7th House of Others suggests that you might be 
pressured to make a commitment to someone, but this isn’t a smart idea if 
you’re harboring doubts. The Saturn-Uranus oppositions can push a rela-
tionship to its breaking point unless you’re willing to address your need for 
freedom within the established boundaries. Your desires are stronger than 
usual when sensual Venus is in your sign from April 11–24. Now is your 
chance to get involved with someone special. Your love house becomes 
active, bringing into the open issues that can stress an unhappy relation-
ship -- or solidify a good one. 

H O R O S C O P E

HOROSCOPE
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APRIL 09
SPRING SPORTS

CALENDAR

Diamondbacks
vs. Giants
(1:05 p.m.)

Diamondbacks
vs. Rockies **

Diamondbacks
vs. Rockies **

Diamondbacks
vs. Rockies **
(12:40 p.m.)

Diamondbacks
vs. Giants**

Diamondbacks
vs. Giants**
(5:10 p.m.)

22

181712 16

1165

14

20

13

19 23 24

1

987

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

3026 27 28 29

25

10

15

21

Suns vs Houston 
at 7 p.m.

Coyotes vs. Kings 
@ 7 p.m.

Suns vs 
Sacramento at 7 

p.m.

Diamondbacks
vs. Rockies **
(12:40 p.m.)

Diamondbacks
vs. Rockies **

Coyotes vs. Blues 
@ 7 p.m.

Diamondbacks 
vs. Rockies ** 
(12:40 p.m.)

Diamondbacks
vs. Dodgers**

Diamondbacks
vs. Dodgers** 

(5:10 p.m.)

Coyotes vs. Ducks 
@ 5 p.m.

Diamondbacks
vs. Dodgers** 

(1:10 p.m.)

Suns vs Memphis 
at 7 p.m.

Diamondbacks
vs. Cardinals**

Diamondbacks
vs. Cardinals**

Suns vs
Golden State
at 7:30 p.m

Diamondbacks 
vs. Cardinals** 

(12:40 p.m.)

Diamondbacks
vs. Giants
(7:15 p.m.)

Diamondbacks
vs. Giants
(time TBD)

Diamondbacks
vs. Giants**
(1:10 p.m.)

Diamondbacks
vs. Cubs**

Diamondbacks
vs. Cubs**

Diamondbacks
vs. Cubs**
(12:40 p.m.)

Diamondbacks vs. 
Brewers

(5:05 p.m.)

** Diamondback Home Games

432

Suns and Coyotes Schedules are 
for Home Games Only
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SCOTTSDALE
NIGHTLIFE  

ACME
4245 N. Craftsman Ct.

480- 990- 7111
 

Axis and Radius
7340 E. Indian Plaza

480-970- 1112
 

Crown Room
7419 E. Indian Plaza

480-423-0017

CREAM Stereo 
Lounge

4252 N. Drinkwater 
Suite A

602-222-9922

 Devil’s Martini
4175 N. Goldwater

480-947-7171

Dirty Pretty
7443 E 6th Ave
 480-970-1222

 
 Dos Gringos

4209 N Craftsman Ct
 480-423-3800

 

 E4
4282 N. Drinkwater

480-970-3325
  

 Flickas Baja Cantina
2003 N. Scottsdale Rd

480-945-3618

Maloney’s
7318 E. Stetson Dr

Scottsdale
 

Martini Ranch
7295 E. Stetson Dr

480-970-0500
 

Myst
340 E. Shoeman Ln

480-970- 5000

 Salty Senorita
3636 N. Scottsdale Rd

480-946- 7258

Sandbar
10050 N. Scottsdale Rd

480-998- 8845
 

Sapporo
14344 N. Scottsdale Rd

480-607- 1114
 

Six
7316 E. Stetson Dr

480-663- 6620
 

Suede Lounge
7307 E. Indian Plaza

480-429- 6000

Sugar Daddy’s
3102 N. Scottsdale Rd

480-970- 6556

The Pussycat Lounge
4426 N. Saddlebag Trail

480-481- 3100

 TEMPE
NIGHTLIFE  

 Bamboo Club
699 S Mill Ave # 201

480-967-1286
 

 Big Bang
501 S Mill Ave # B101

 480-557-5595
 

Big Fish Pub
1954 E University Dr

480-449-3474
 

Cadillac Ranch
2000 E Rio Salado Pkwy

 480-894-1111
 

Cherry
Lounge & Pit.
411 S. Mill Ave
 480-966-3573

Coconut Club
414 S. Mill Ave
 480-966-3573

 
Dos Gringos
1001 E 8th St
480-968-7879

 
Dos Gringos

8000 S Priest Dr
480-481-2217

 Fat Tuesdays
680 S Mill Ave
 480-967-3917

Four Peaks Brewery
1340 E. 8th St.
480-303-9467

 
Graham Central 

Station
7850 S Priest Dr
480-496-0799

Horse & Hound
1320 E. Broadway

480-967-7977
 

Maloneys
955 E University Dr

480-894-2224
 

Margarita Rocks
410 S Mill Ave
 480-968-2951

 
Mill Cue Club
607 S Mill Ave
 480-966-0068

 Rula Bula
401 S Mill Ave
 480-929-9500

 
 Tavern on Mill

404 S Mill Ave
 480-967-5886

The Clubhouse
1320 E. Broadway

The Loft
420 S. Mill Ave
480-967-8188

The Owl’s Nest
501 S. Mill Ave
480-967-3060

The Sets
93 E Southern Ave

 480-829-1822
 

Vine Tavern
801 E Apache Blvd

 480-894-2662
 

PHOENIX
NIGHTLIFE  

Alice Cooperstown
101 E. Jackson
602-253-7337

Barrio Cafe
2614 N. 16th St
602-636-0240

Chevuront’s
1336 N. Central
602-307-0022

The San Carlos
202 N. Central
602-253-4121

Monroe’s 
3 W. Monroe
602-258-1182

Seamus McCaffreys
18 W. Monroe
602-251-6081

TOPLESS CLUBS

Babylon
3613 E. Van Buren

602-306-1000

Baby Dolls
3522 NW Grand Ave

602-336-9777

Bandaids
2548 N. 7th Street

602-254-0811

Bush Company
2980 Grand Ave.

602-254-2874

Centerfolds Cabaret
2031 W. Peoria
602-678-4664

Cheetahs
4125 N. 7th Street

602-265-8487(TITS)

Coyote Cabaret
13724 W. Glendale

623-935-7335

Desert Flame
11145 E. Apache Trail

480-984-1400

HiLiter
4716 N. 12th Street

602-234-0128

KISS Cabaret
4516 N. 19th Ave.

602-973-1280

Pantera
4139 W. Indian School 

602-278-5555

Pink Cabaret
6789 W. Northern

623-937-PINK

Skin
1137 N. Scottsdale

480-425- SKIN

Vegas Cabaret
3155 E. McDowell Rd

602-225-1352

Xplicit
11701 W. Glendale Ave.

623-872-1365

NUDE CLUBS

Bush Company
2980 Grand Ave.

602-254-2874

Southern Exposure
3420 S. Central Ave

602-268-9145

ADULT LINGERIE
& SMOKE SHOPS

7th Heaven Bodywear
9812 N. 7th Street

602-906-0777

Adam & Eve
222 W. Southern Ave

480-557-0253

Ana’s Creations
2229 E. McDowell

602-486-7119

Body Envy
6750 W. Peoria # 105

623-878-6322

Castle Megastore
5501 E. Washington

602-231-9837

Castle Megastore
300 E. Camelback Rd.

602-266-3348

Castle Megastore
8802 N. Black Canyon

602-995-1641

Castle Megastore
8315 E. Apache Trail

480-986-6114

Castle Megastore
21815 N. 26th Ave

623-434-1390

Castle Megsatore
222 N. 44th Street

602-286-9488

Dreamgirls Boutique
4504 E. Thomas Rd

602-954-8544

Lingerie Superstore
400 West Indian School 

Lingerie Superstore
4715 South Rural 

Smokin' Lingerie
& Smoke Shop

1450 N. Scottsdale
480-941-5234

The Book Cellar
1838 NW Grand Ave.

602-252-6446

The Book Cellar
6537 N. 59th Ave.

623-939-3411

The Book Cellar
4029 E. Washington

602-275-0015

Trails
5925 W. Olive
623-939-8634

Trails
1423 S. Country Club
        480-649-0908

  
Trails

3131 E. Bell Rd.
602-482-1711

Trails
3501 W. Bethany Home 602-

249-2095

Trails
2501 E. Indian School

602-957-4587

Trails
24 W. 5th Street
480-968-6970

Trails
1029 N. Alma School

480-786-0234

Trails
1051 E. Camelback

602-265-6653

Triangles
2013 N. Scottsdale

480-947-6562

Triangles
6344 W. Bell Rd.

623-979-3707

INCALL SERVICE 
BIKINI, LINGERIE 

MODELING

Laceys
2828 W. Weldon Ave

602-248-4900

SOCIAL CLUBS

Discretions
3304 N. 27th Ave.

602-528-3878

TATTOO SHOPS

Blue Dragon
5008 W. Northern Ave. Ste#5

623-939-8244

Creative Skin
4935 W. Glendale Ave. Ste.#2
www.creativeskintattoo.com

Ink Therapy
NW Corner of 59th & Bell

602-939-8244

PLAYTIME’S PICKS
BARS • CLUBS • LOUNGES • RESTAURANTS • ADULT CLUBS • SMOKE SHOPS • SOCIAL CLUBS

F U N  D I R E C T O R Y
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